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Abstract
We consider the problem of simulating loss probabilities and conditional excesses for
linear asset portfolios under the t-copula model. Although in the literature on market
risk management there are papers proposing efficient variance reduction methods for
Monte Carlo simulation of portfolio market risk, there is no paper discussing combining
the randomized quasi-Monte Carlo method with variance reduction techniques. In
this paper, we combine the randomized quasi-Monte Carlo method with importance
sampling and stratified importance sampling. Numerical results for realistic portfolio
examples suggest that replacing pseudorandom numbers (Monte Carlo) with quasi-
random sequences (quasi-Monte Carlo) in the simulations increases the robustness of
the estimates once we reduce the effective dimension and the non-smoothness of the
integrands.
Keywords: risk management; quasi-Monte Carlo; importance sampling; stratified
sampling; t-copula
1 Introduction
Market risk management deals with the estimation of loss distribution of a portfolio of
assets over a fixed time horizon. The widely used risk measures Value-at-Risk (VaR) and
expected shortfall require accurate estimates of loss probability and conditional excess un-
der a realistic model that captures dependence structure of the log-returns of multiple
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assets. As a flexible and accurate model for the logarithmic returns of stocks, we use the
t-copula dependence structure and marginals following the generalized hyperbolic distri-
bution (see Embrechts et al., 2002; Mashal et al., 2003; Prause, 1997; Glasserman et al.,
2002).
As there are no closed-form analytical results for loss probability and conditional excess
under the t-copula model, we need to use a computational method like Monte Carlo sim-
ulation. In most cases, Monte Carlo simulation is a better alternative compared to other
methods as it leads to error bounds on the estimated values. Due to the fact that Monte
Carlo simulation has a slow convergence rate of O(1/
√
n), we need to increase the efficiency
of the estimates using variance reduction techniques. There are papers proposing variance
reduction methods in portfolio market risk estimation (see, e.g., Glasserman et al., 2002;
Broadie et al., 2011; Bas¸og˘lu et al., 2013).
An alternative to Monte Carlo simulation is the quasi-Monte Carlo method (QMC),
which uses low-discrepancy sequences instead of pseudorandom numbers. The rate of con-
vergence of the quasi-Monte Carlo method is close to O(1/n), which is faster than O(1/
√
n).
However, an error bound under plain QMC can not be estimated as low-discrepancy se-
quences do not have an i.i.d. property. Randomized quasi-Monte Carlo solves this problem
by applying a randomization on low-discrepancy sequences.
Randomized quasi-Monte Carlo (RQMC) has been used in pricing extensively (see, e.g.,
Birge, 1995; Boyle et al., 1997). However, the application of RQMC to measure portfolio
risk is rarely found in the literature (see Kreinin et al., 1998; Jin and Zhang, 2006). This can
be explained by the fact that the integrand in risk management applications is a non-smooth
function (e.g., indicator function) of high-dimensional random inputs. (As pointed out by
Morokoff and Caflisch (1995), the performance of quasi-Monte Carlo method diminishes
when the integrands are not smooth and high-dimensional.) To compute VaR using QMC,
Kreinin et al. (1998) apply principal component analysis to reduce the dimensionality of
the risk factor space. Jin and Zhang (2006) efficiently simulate VaR by smoothing the
expectation of an indicator function via Fourier transformation and then applying RQMC.
The motivation of this paper is to investigate whether RQMC and variance reduction
techniques can be combined efficiently for simulating loss probability and conditional excess
under the t-copula model. In order to solve the problem of high-dimensionality of the
integrands, we apply a linear transformation on the random input to reduce the effective
dimension. Furthermore, the discontinuity of the simulation integrand is reduced using
importance sampling. We finally apply stratification to further improve the accuracy of the
estimates. Numerical experiments illustrate the effectiveness of RQMC implementations
of variance reduction methods over their Monte Carlo implementations. Although, the
methodology of the paper is explained on market risk management under the t-copula
model, it is much more generally applicable to other fields like credit risk, insurance, and
operational risk where t-copula models are widely used.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the t-copula model for
portfolio market risk. Section 3 presents background on efficient Monte Carlo simulation
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methods for estimating loss probability and conditional excess. Section 4 combines the
RQMC method with importance sampling and stratified importance sampling for estimat-
ing loss probability and conditional excess. We present numerical results in Section 5.
2 Portfolio Market Risk in the t-Copula Model
The essence of any model of portfolio market risk is its ability to capture dependence among
assets. In this section, we describe the widely used t-copula model (see, e.g., Glasserman
et al., 2002; Sak et al., 2010).
We are interested in the distribution of losses caused by depreciation of stocks over a
fixed time period. The following notation is used in order to represent this distribution.
• D = the number of stocks in portfolio
• wd = the weight of the dth stock
• Xd = the log-return of the dth stock
• L = 1−∑Dd=1wdeXd = portfolio loss (initial value of portfolio is assumed to be equal
to one)
We assume that we are given a portfolio of stocks with known weights (w1, . . . , wD)
′
and unknown future log-returns (X1, . . . , XD)
′. The main objective is to estimate loss
probability P (L > τ), and conditional excess E [L|L > τ ], especially at large values of τ .
To model dependence among stocks, we need to introduce dependence among the log-
returns. The log-return vector (X1, . . . , XD)
′ of the stocks is assumed to follow a t-copula
with ν degrees of freedom. The dependence is introduced through a multivariate t-vector
T = (T1, . . . , TD)
′ with ν degrees of freedom. Each log-return is represented as
Xd = cdG
−1
d (Fν (Td)) , d = 1, . . . , D, (1)
in which
• Fν denotes the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a t-distribution with ν
degrees of freedom;
• Gd denotes the CDF of the marginal distribution of the dth log-return;
• cd is the scaling factor for the dth log-return.
Through this representation, the dependence among the log-returns, Xd, can be de-
termined by the correlations among Td. Suppose, we are given the correlation matrix Σ
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of vector T and let Λ ∈ RD×D be the lower triangular Cholesky factor of Σ satisfying
ΛΛ′ = Σ. Then, T can be generated using
T =
ΛZ√
Y /ν
, (2)
where Z = (Z1, . . . , ZD)
′ is a standard multi-normal random vector and Y is an independent
chi-squared random variable with ν degrees of freedom.
3 Efficient Monte Carlo Simulation Methods
In this section, we provide a brief summary of efficient Monte Carlo simulation algorithms
designed for the estimation of portfolio market risk. Before that, we start with the imple-
mentation of the naive Monte Carlo algorithm. The naive identity of the loss probability
is P (L > τ) = E
[
1{L>τ}
]
, where 1 {.} denotes the indicator of the event in braces. We
are also interested in the conditional excess that can be represented as the ratio of two
expectations
E [L|L > τ ] = E
[
L1{L>τ}
]
P (L > τ)
=
E
[
L1{L>τ}
]
E
[
1{L>τ}
] , (3)
which can be estimated in a single simulation run.
Each replication of the naive Monte Carlo algorithm follows the steps given below:
1. Generate D independent standard normal random variables, Z = (Z1, . . . , ZD)
′, and
a chi-squared random variable Y with ν degrees of freedom, independent of Z.
2. Calculate T in (2).
3. Calculate the log-returns Xd, d = 1, . . . , D in (1).
4. Compute the portfolio loss L = 1 −∑Dd=1wd exp (Xd) and return the estimators
1{L>τ} and L1{L>τ}.
3.1 Importance Sampling
At a large threshold value τ , most of the replications of the naive simulation algorithm
return the value zero for the estimator 1{L>τ}. To increase the number of replications that
fall in the region L > τ , importance sampling modifies the joint density of the random
input.
Suppose f (.) is the joint probability density function (PDF) of input variables Z and
Y , and f˜ (.) is the modified density. Importance sampling uses the following identity to
estimate the loss probability
E
[
1{L>τ}
]
= E˜
[
1{L>τ}
f (Z, Y )
f˜ (Z, Y )
]
,
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where E˜ is the expectation taken using the modified density f˜ (.).
Finding an importance sampling density that minimizes the variance of Monte Carlo
estimators is a subtle problem. But it is possible to use the zero-variance IS function in
search of an effective IS density (see, e.g., Glasserman et al. (1999) and Arouna (2004)).
Glasserman et al. (1999) add the mode of the zero-variance IS function as a mean shift to
the original density for pricing path-dependent options. Sak et al. (2010) utilize the same
idea to find a close-to-optimal optimal parameters for simulating loss probabilities in the
t-copula model of portfolio market risk.
Sak et al. (2010) add a mean shift vector with negative entries to the normal vector Z
and use a scale parameter less than two for the chi-square (i.e., Gamma) random variable
Y to construct the IS density. The shift vector and the scale value are selected so that
the mode of the resulting IS density is equal to the mode of the zero-variance IS function.
For more details on the determination of the IS parameters and implementation of the
simulation algorithm, see Section 4 of Sak et al. (2010).
3.2 Stratified Importance Sampling
To obtain further variance reduction, one can stratify the importance sampling density
along one or possibly more directions. For the t-copula model, suppose that ξi, i = 1, . . . , I,
is a partition of RD+1 into I disjoint subsets with probabilities p˜i = P˜ ((Z, Y ) ∈ ξi) under
the IS density. Then the stratified importance sampling (SIS) identity is given by
E˜
[
1{L>τ}
f (Z, Y )
f˜ (Z, Y )
]
=
I∑
i=1
p˜iE˜
[
1{L>τ}
f (Z, Y )
f˜ (Z, Y )
| (Z, Y ) ∈ ξi
]
.
Although stratified sampling is a simple variance reduction technique, its performance
is adversely affected by the high-dimensionality of the sample space (see Cheng and Dav-
enport, 1989). Thus, we need to reduce the effective dimension for stratification. Under
the t-copula setting for portfolio market risk, Bas¸og˘lu et al. (2013) reduce the number
of stratified dimensions from D + 1 to two by stratifying Z along a single direction and
stratifying Y . They use the IS shift of Sak et al. (2010) as the stratification direction for
Z, since the IS shift provides a good stratification direction for multivariate normal input
(see Glasserman et al., 1999).
To elaborate on the implementation of stratification in Bas¸og˘lu et al. (2013), they use
equiprobable strata and minimize the variance of the stratified estimator using an optimal
sample allocation. For equiprobable strata, the optimal allocation of replications to a
stratum is proportional to the conditional standard deviation of that stratum (see, e.g.,
Glasserman, 2004, page 217). Estimates of standard deviations can be computed using
a pilot run. An iterative version of the same idea is presented in Etore´ and Jourdain
(2010) under the name of adaptive optimal allocation (AOA). In each iteration, the AOA
algorithm modifies the proportion of further replications by using conditional standard
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deviation estimates. These proportions converge to the optimal allocation fractions through
the iterations. Etore´ and Jourdain (2010) show that the stratified estimator of the AOA
algorithm is asymptotically normal and its asymptotic variance is minimal. Bas¸og˘lu et al.
(2013) utilize the AOA algorithm of Etore´ and Jourdain (2010) with minor modifications.
For more details on the estimation of loss probabilities using the stratified importance
sampling method, see Section 5 of Bas¸og˘lu et al. (2013).
For conditional excess simulation, the allocation strategy of the SIS algorithm should
be different than the one that we use for loss probability simulation. In that case, we use
optimal allocation fractions that minimize the variance of the stratified ratio estimator
of conditional excess (see Bas¸og˘lu and Ho¨rmann, 2014). For equiprobable strata, the
allocation fractions should be proportional to
x2s2i,y
y4
− 2xsi,xy
y3
+
s2i,x
y2
, i = 1, . . . , I,
where x = E
[
L1{L>τ}
]
, y = E
[
1{L>τ}
]
, s2i,x and s
2
i,y are the variances of L1{L>τ} and
1{L>τ} conditional on the ith stratum, and si,xy is the covariance of L1{L>τ} and 1{L>τ}
conditional on the ith stratum. These values can be estimated through the iterations of
the AOA algorithm.
4 Improving The Efficiency Using RQMC
In this section, we first shortly describe the difference between randomized quasi-Monte
Carlo and Monte Carlo simulation adapted to the problem of estimating portfolio market
risk. In Monte Carlo simulation, we randomly sample points from [0, 1)D+1 to approxi-
mate the integrals (this is implicitly done while generating Y and Z). Quasi-Monte Carlo
sampling utilizes sample points in [0, 1)D+1 that come from a low-discrepancy point set. In
contrast to a Monte Carlo sample, low-discrepancy point sets do not have the i.i.d. prop-
erty. Therefore, we cannot directly employ the error bound formula used in Monte Carlo
simulation. However, a random sample of quasi-random estimators can be constructed
based on a low-discrepancy point set. This can be achieved by creating independent copies
of a low-discrepancy point set PN = {U1, . . . ,UN} by the following randomization
U˜i = (Ui + W) mod 1, (4)
where W is a uniformly distributed vector in [0, 1)D+1.
The vector U˜i is uniformly distributed in the unit hypercube (see Lemieux, 2009, page
204). Thus, the estimators based on U˜i are unbiased, and the error bounds for the estimates
can be obtained using M independent randomized copies of PN .
Given a low-discrepancy point sequence PN in [0, 1)
D+1, each replication of the random-
ized quasi-Monte Carlo version of the naive simulation algorithm (see Section 3) follows
the steps given below:
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1. Generate a randomized copy P˜N =
{
U˜1, . . . , U˜N
}
of PN = {U1, . . . ,UN} using (4).
2. For i = 1, . . . , N ;
a. Compute Y (i) = F−1Γ
(
U˜i,1;
ν
2 , 2
)
using the inverse CDF F−1Γ of the Gamma
distribution.
b. Compute Z
(i)
d = Φ
−1
(
U˜i,d+1
)
for d = 1, . . . , D, using the inverse CDF Φ−1 of
the standard normal distribution.
c. Calculate T(i) in (2).
d. Calculate the log-returns X
(i)
d , d = 1, . . . , D, in (1).
e. Compute the portfolio loss L(i) = 1−∑Dd=1wd exp(X(i)d ).
3. Return the estimators N−1
∑N
i=1 1{L(i)>τ} and N−1
∑N
i=1 L
(i)1{L(i)>τ}.
As pointed out by Caflisch (1998), the performance of QMC methods is degraded by
the high dimension and the non-smoothness of the integrand. The RQMC implementation
given above suffer from these problems since the number of stocks D in a portfolio can be
large and the integrands contain an indicator function. In order to improve the efficiency
of RQMC estimators, one needs to solve these problems or decrease their impact.
The first problem, high-dimensionality, can be solved by applying a linear transforma-
tion to the vector Z so that the effective dimension of the integrand can be reduced (see
Imai and Tan, 2014). Furthermore, the impact of the second problem, non-smoothness,
can be reduced using variance reduction techniques (see, e.g. Dingec¸ and Ho¨rmann, 2014,
for an application in Asian option pricing). In the rest of the section, we first explain the
linear transformation methodology that we use. Then, we describe how RQMC can be
efficiently combined with IS and SIS.
4.1 Linear Transformation
The natural implementation of RQMC on naive simulation given above simply changes
pseudorandom numbers with randomized low-discrepancy point sets. Our numerical ex-
periments indicate that this approach does not yield a significant improvement over the
naive Monte Carlo method. This is due to the high dimension of the problem, i.e., every
random input (Z1, . . . , ZD, Y ) has a significant contribution to the variance of the estima-
tors. In order to increase the efficiency of RQMC on IS, the effective dimension of the
problem should be reduced such that the most of the variance can be explained by only
a few random inputs. Then, these random inputs can be generated through the first few
elements of the randomized low-discrepancy points. The rationale behind this is the fact
that the first low dimensional projections of the low-discrepancy point sets have better
uniformity properties (see Caflisch, 1998).
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We apply a linear transformation to the random vector Z so that the first element Z1
corresponds to the IS shift µ given in Sak et al. (2010). The linear transformation can
be applied by first multiplying Z with an orthogonal matrix V ∈ RD×D that has its first
column equal to v = µ/ ‖µ‖. The remaining columns can be arbitrarily selected. This
transformation increases the impact of Z1 on the variance of the estimators. Then, we
use the first two elements of the randomized low-discrepancy points to generate Y and Z1,
respectively.
In the application of linear transformation, the only change in the replications of the
naive RQMC algorithm is the computation of the T vector using
T =
ΛVZ√
Y /ν
=
AZ√
Y /ν
, (5)
where A = ΛV.
4.2 RQMC on Importance Sampling
The linear transformation described above reduces the effective dimension of the integrand
considerably. But, as it was mentioned earlier, the non-smoothness of the integrands,
caused by the indicator function 1{L>τ}, still has a strong impact on the performance
of RQMC. At a large threshold value τ , most of the replications of the naive simulation
algorithm return zero values for the estimator 1{L>τ}. This results in large-sized jumps in
the naive Monte Carlo integrands.
Figure 1a illustrates the non-smoothness problem of the naive integrand L1{L>τ} for
a numerical example of Section 5. We use the portfolio that consists of two stocks with t
marginals (for the parameter values, see Section 5). In this case, the integrand L1{L>τ} is
a function on [0, 1)3. Indeed, such an integrand can not be illustrated in three-dimensional
space. However, for demonstration purposes, it is possible to fix Z2 to zero (U3 = 0.5) as
the impact of Z2 on the integrand is considerably reduced after the linear transformation.
Figure 1b illustrates the Monte Carlo integrand under importance sampling density.
The main difference between Figure 1b and Figure 1a is the reduced size of the jumps
for most of the domain. We achieve this by multiplying the integrand L1{L>τ} with the
likelihood ratio f (Z, Y ) /f˜ (Z, Y ) in IS.
In the RQMC implementation of IS, we simply shift Z1 with ‖µ‖ and generate Y under
the IS scale parameter θ. Then, we apply the linear transform to Z using (5). Finally, the
responses 1{L>τ} and L1{L>τ} are multiplied with the likelihood ratio
f (Z, Y )
f˜ (Z, Y )
= exp
(
1
2
‖µ‖2 − Z1 ‖µ‖+ (2− θ)Y
2θ
+
ν
2
log
(
θ
2
))
.
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(a) Naive Monte Carlo Integrand (b) IS Integrand
Figure 1: Monte Carlo integrands of L1{L>τ} on [0, 1)
2.
4.3 RQMC on Stratified Importance Sampling
As observed in Figure 1b, importance sampling reduces the size of the jumps over most
of the integrand domain. However, if we focus on the region where both U1 and U2 take
values close to one, we see large-sized jumps. The variance contribution of such regions on
the IS estimator is significant. To remedy this problem, one may allocate more replications
to those regions through stratification. In previous subsections, we have explained how
RQMC can be combined with linear transformation and IS. This subsection describes how
stratification can be combined with the previously discussed techniques.
In the RQMC version of the SIS algorithm, we utilize the same low-discrepancy point se-
quence in each stratum. To guarantee independence across strata, we use different random
shifts for each stratum. These random shifts remain the same throughout the iterations
of the AOA algorithm. When the algorithm decides to allocate more replications in a
stratum, we start with the first point of the low-discrepancy sequence that has not been
used in the previous iterations. Furthermore, the sample allocation decision is made based
on the optimal allocation fractions described in Section 3.2.
The error bound for the randomized quasi-Monte Carlo SIS estimator can be computed
using the M outer replications of the algorithm.
5 Numerical Results
In order to illustrate the efficiency of the randomized quasi-Monte Carlo method, we imple-
ment all algorithms in R (R Core Team, 2015). To generate randomized low-discrepancy
point sets, we employ randomly shifted Sobol nets using the implementation of Bratley
and Fox (1988) using the R-package “randtoolbox” (Christophe and Petr, 2015).
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In our experiments, we use stock portfolios with sizes D equal to 2, 5, and 10. For the
choice of marginal distributions, we use the generalized hyperbolic and the t distribution,
as they seem to be the best fitting distributions for the stock log-returns. For the model
parameters, we use the fitted values for NYSE data reported in Halulu (2012) (see page 65
for the list of stocks, Tables E.1, E.6, E.7, and E.8 for the t-copula parameters, and Tables
6.4 and 6.5 for the marginal parameters).
We present 95% error bounds of naive (EBNV ), IS (EBIS), and SIS (EBSIS) MC
simulations and naive (EBQNV ), linear transformation (EBQLT ), and IS (EBQIS) RQMC
simulations for loss probability and conditional excess estimation using the t and the gen-
eralized hyperbolic (GH) marginals in Table 1. Threshold values (τ) that gives loss prob-
abilities of 0.05 and 0.001 are also provided for different parameter settings. For each
parameter setting, the first row gives the error bounds for loss probability estimates and
the second row for the conditional excess estimates. Note that the loss probability and the
conditional excess simulations are performed separately.
In these experiments, the total number of replications used is n = 105 for naive and
IS simulations and approximately n ≈ 105 for SIS simulation. We terminate SIS in four
iterations, using approximately 10, 20, 30, and 40 percent of the total sample size in
each iteration, sequentially. The number of outer replications in RQMC simulations is
selected as M = 40 in order to give reliable error bounds on the estimate. Thus, we do
N = n/M = 2, 500 inner replications. For this setting, the randomized quasi-Monte Carlo
version of stratified importance sampling does not provide reliable error bounds, since
N = 2, 500 is not sufficiently large to satisfy the asymptotic normality of the stratified
estimators. For this reason, we do not provide error bounds of the randomized quasi-
Monte Carlo version of stratified importance sampling. In the following paragraphs, we
provide information on the convergence properties of the randomized quasi-Monte Carlo
version of stratified importance sampling.
Loss probability ≈ 0.05 Loss probability ≈ 0.001
Marginals D τ EBNV EBIS EBSIS EBQNV EBQLT EBQIS τ EBNV EBIS EBSIS EBQNV EBQLT EBQIS
t 2 0.0271 1.4E-03 5.8E-04 1.3E-04 6.0E-04 4.3E-04 2.5E-04 0.0942 2.1E-04 1.3E-05 3.7E-06 1.3E-04 1.5E-04 6.6E-06
5.0E-04 1.8E-04 5.9E-05 2.7E-04 1.9E-04 8.4E-05 5.9E-03 4.5E-04 1.6E-04 8.5E-03 6.8E-03 2.1E-04
5 0.0264 1.4E-03 4.5E-04 1.7E-04 7.7E-04 4.5E-04 2.1E-04 0.1258 2.0E-04 1.2E-05 5.2E-06 1.2E-04 1.4E-04 8.8E-06
8.0E-04 2.0E-04 8.7E-05 3.8E-04 3.2E-04 8.2E-05 1.5E-02 6.3E-04 2.9E-04 9.3E-03 1.0E-02 4.5E-04
10 0.0232 1.3E-03 4.4E-04 1.4E-04 7.3E-04 4.1E-04 1.9E-04 0.0784 1.9E-04 1.2E-05 4.9E-06 1.5E-04 1.4E-04 7.3E-06
4.0E-04 1.1E-04 4.2E-05 3.1E-04 1.6E-04 4.2E-05 4.6E-03 3.0E-04 1.4E-04 7.7E-03 4.8E-03 1.7E-04
GH 2 0.0280 1.3E-03 5.4E-04 1.3E-04 5.9E-04 4.7E-04 2.4E-04 0.0957 1.8E-04 1.4E-05 4.1E-06 1.3E-04 1.1E-04 7.3E-06
4.7E-04 1.7E-04 5.6E-05 2.4E-04 2.1E-04 8.3E-05 4.3E-03 3.5E-04 1.3E-04 5.5E-03 4.2E-03 1.8E-04
5 0.0270 1.4E-03 4.5E-04 1.7E-04 6.3E-04 4.9E-04 2.2E-04 0.1060 2.1E-04 1.2E-05 4.9E-06 1.5E-04 1.3E-04 6.3E-06
6.1E-04 1.6E-04 7.2E-05 3.2E-04 2.4E-04 8.0E-05 6.7E-03 4.0E-04 1.9E-04 6.9E-03 9.0E-03 2.5E-04
10 0.0235 1.4E-03 4.4E-04 1.4E-04 8.1E-04 3.4E-04 1.7E-04 0.0689 1.9E-04 1.2E-05 4.0E-06 1.5E-04 1.5E-04 6.3E-06
3.1E-04 9.0E-05 3.5E-05 1.9E-04 1.3E-04 3.6E-05 3.0E-03 1.5E-04 6.5E-05 3.4E-03 3.3E-03 8.9E-05
Table 1: 95% error bounds of naive (EBNV ), IS (EBIS), and SIS (EBSIS) MC simulations
and naive (EBQNV ), linear transformation (EBQLT ), and IS (EBQIS) RQMC simulations
for loss probability and conditional excess estimation using the t and the generalized hy-
perbolic marginals.
From Table 1, we observe that the use of RQMC sampling clearly reduces the error
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bound of the naive MC for loss probability estimates, however, the improvement is less
clear for probability of 0.001. For conditional excess simulation, RQMC implementation is
only efficient for loss probability of 0.05. Combination of RQMC with linear transformation
further reduces the error bounds of the estimates when the loss probability level is 0.05.
When we compare the error bounds of Monte Carlo IS with RQMC IS, we observe a
reasonable improvement for all cases. The reason behind this performance boost of RQMC
over MC is the fact that the IS integrand is smoother (see Section 4.2).
Figure 2 shows the convergence of RQMC SIS estimates to the nearly exact values (we
use n = 109 replications in SIS to compute these values) as the total sample size increases.
On the vertical axes, we give the absolute percentage relative errors of RQMC SIS and
MC SIS methods. For comparison purposes, we use MC SIS as it yields the smallest error
bounds in Table 1. The relative error bound for the MC SIS estimates are also provided.
These figures suggest that RQMC SIS converges faster than MC SIS. Note that these
figures are drawn for t-marginals and loss probability of 0.05.
(a) Loss probability simulation (D = 2) (b) Loss probability simulation (D = 10)
(c) Conditional excess simulation (D = 2) (d) Conditional excess simulation (D = 10)
Figure 2: The absolute percentage relative errors for MC SIS and RQMC SIS estimators
under the t marginals for loss probability of 0.05.
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6 Conclusion
We have combined RQMC with variance reduction techniques, IS and SIS for simulating
loss probability and conditional excess under the t-copula model of market risk. In the
implementation of RQMC, high-dimensionality and non-smoothness stand in the way as
two main problems. The first problem, high-dimensionality, is solved by applying a linear
transformation on the random input to reduce the effective dimension. The discontinuity
of simulation integrand, the second problem, is reduced using importance sampling. We
have analyzed the performance improvement of RQMC implementations of IS and SIS over
their Monte Carlo implementations. The effectiveness of RQMC is illustrated in realistic
portfolio examples.
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